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SIX QUARK CLUSTER EFFECTS AND�-BINDING ENERGY DIFFERENCE BETWEENA = 6 MIRROR HYPERNUCLEI 6�He�6�LiIndira Mehrotra and Madhulika MehrotraDepartment of Physis, Allahabad UniversityAllahabad-211 002, India(Reeived June 16, 1999; revised version September 29, 1999)The ontribution of the six quark luster formation of the overlappingnuleons to the �-binding energy di�erene between the mirror hypernuleipair 6�He�6�Li has been estimated in the hybrid quark nuleon model. Theontribution is small and model dependent. It makes the neutron rihnuleus 6�He more bound ompared to its proton rih partner 6�Li.PACS numbers: 21.10.�k, 21.80.+a1. IntrodutionThe study of binding energy di�erene between mirror nulei has been asubjet of interest sine long [1�4℄. With the availability of reliable exper-imentalal data on �-binding energies suh studies have also been extendedto mirror hypernulei [5, 6℄. The most important omtribution to this bind-ing energy di�erene of mirror pair originates from the Coulomb energy,but as is well known the Coulomb energy ontribution is not su�ient toexplain the observed di�erene in the energy. The disrepany whih isnon Coulombi in origin is known as Nolen-Shi�er(NS) anomaly [1℄. Inthe traditional nulear theories origin of NS anomaly has been attributedto di�erent aspets of theoretial harge symmetry breaking NN interation[7℄ or �N interation [8℄. With the realization that strong nuleon�nuleoninteration has its ultimate origin in quark and gluon interation providedby quantum hromodynamis, an alternative approah has emerged to un-derstand the NS anomaly through inorporating expliit quark degrees offreedom in the nulear wave funtions. First few studies in this diretion areof Greban and Thomas [9℄, Köh and Miller [10℄, and Wang et al. [11℄. In [9℄and [10℄ ontribution of six quark luster formation of the overlapping nu-leons on the binding energy di�erene of mirror nulei has been estimated(931)



932 I. Mehrotra, M. Mehrotrain the hybrid quark model [12℄. In [11℄ alulations have been made in theframework of resonating group method. In the above studies it has beenobserved that quark e�ets make the neutron rih nuleus more bound om-pared to its proton rih partner and redue the NS anomaly for lighter nulei.Nag and Sural [13℄ have extended suh studies to s-shell mirror hypernuleipair 4�He�4�H. Experimental binding energy of �-partile is more in 4�He(proton rih partner) than in 4�H (neutron rih partner) by nearly 360 keV.Aording to the alulations made in [13℄ quark luster formation e�etsare of right sign and an aount for nearly 15-20% of the NS anomaly. Inthe present work we have studied the e�et of six quark luster formationon the binding energy di�erene of lightest p-shell mirror hypernulei pair6�Li�6�He. Our work is losely related to that of [9℄ and [13℄. Our aim isto estimate the quark e�et ontribution to the binding energy di�ereneof mirror pair 6�Li�6�He and to hek whether it is in the right diretionto aount for the observed NS anomaly. Experimental data [14�16℄ showthat the �-binding energy in 6�Li is more than in 6�He by nearly 250 keV.Coulomb ontribution, when added, will inrease this disrepany.Our alulations are based on the hybrid quark model employed in theearlier studies. Aording to this model two nuleons maintain their identityas long as the distane between them is greater than a ertain uto� radiusr0. For distanes smaller than r0 the two baryons overlap and form a sixquark bag. The quark ontribution to the binding energy di�erene dependson (a) the probability of the formation of six quark bags and (b) the energydi�erene between the six quark bags of overlapping nuleons (or hyperonand nuleon) than that of isolated nuleons (or hyperon and nuleon). Inboth 6�He and 6�Li there is a valene nuleon outside a losed ore of nuleonsand �-partile. We have alulated the six quark bag probability of thevalene partile with the ore nuleon and the orresponding ontributionto the binding enegy di�erene of the pair 6�He and 6�Li. We have alsoestimated the six quark luster formation of the valene nuleon with thehyperon and its e�et on the binding energy di�erene. �N bag formatione�ets are known to make signi�ant ontribution to the �-nonmesoni deayrates in the �nite nulei [17℄. This e�et was not inluded in the work ofNag and Sural [13℄. In Setion 2 we give the formalism. Calulations aredisussed in Setion 3 and onlusion in Setion 4.2. FormalismLambda partile binding energies in the ground states of 6�Li and 6�Hehypernulei with respet to the free partile system 42He+�+n an be de�nedas (53Li and 52He are resonant states)M(6�Li) =M(42He) +m� +mp � B:E:(6�Li) ; (1)



Six Quark Cluster E�ets and : : : 933M(6�He) =M(42He) +m� +mn � B:E:(6�He) : (2)If we neglet ore ontribution whih is irrelevant for the binding energydi�erene and onsider only the e�et of six quark luster formation of thevalene nuleon with the ore nuleon and the hyperon, an additional on-tribution to the binding energies of the hypernulei results as shown below.If the probabilites that the valene nuleon forms a six quark bag with anyof the ore nuleons and hyperon are P 6qNN and P 6q�N respetively and P0 isthe probability that it does not overlap with any of the nuleons or hyperon,then P0 + P 6qNN + P 6q�N �= 1 : (3)(The probability of formation of nine or higher quark bags is negleted). Wean rewrite the mass of ore plus one additonal nuleon asM 0(6�Li) = M(42He) + P0mp + 12P 6qNN (mpp �mp)+12P 6qNN (mpn �mn) +m� + P 6q�N (mp� �m�)�[(B:E:(6�Li) + �V(6�Li)℄ ; (4)where mpp , mpn and mp� represent the masses of six quark bags formed oftwo protons, a proton and a neutron, and a proton and a hyperon. �V(6�Li)measures how muh oulomb repulsion is lost by uttting the two protonintegral o� at distanes r < r0. Due to this the binding energy in 6�Liinreases by �V(6�Li). We may rewrite (4) asM 0(6�Li) = M(42He) +m� +mp � [B:E:(6�Li) + ÆB(6�Li)℄ ; (5)whereÆB(6�Li) = P 6qNNmp + P 6q�Nmp � 12P 6qNN (mpp �mp)�12P 6qNN (mpn �mn)� P 6q�N (mp� �m�) + �V(6�Li) : (6)Comparision of equation (5) with equation (1) shows that the six quark lus-ter formation of the valene nuleon with the ore nuleons and the hyperoninreases the binding energy of �-partile in 6�Li by ÆB(6�Li). Similarly,for6�He the additional ontribution to the binding energy isÆB(6�He) = P 6qNNmn + P 6q�Nmn � 12P 6qNN (mnp �mp)�12P 6qNN (mnn �mn)� P 6q�N (mn� �m�) ; (7)



934 I. Mehrotra, M. Mehrotrawhere mnn , mnp and mn� are the masses of six quark bags of two neutrons,a neutron and a proton, and a neutron and a hyperon respetively. Con-entrating on the e�et of six quarks luster formation only on the bindingenergy di�erene (denoted by �B6q), we get(�B)6q = ÆB(6�He)� ÆB(6�Li)= 12P 6qNN (2mn � 2mp)� 12P 6qNN (mnn �mpp)+P 6q�N (mp� �mn�) + P 6q�N (mn �mp)��V(6�Li) : (8)In the spirit of independent partile model the ground state of the hypernu-leus with A+ 1 nuleons an be written as	0(1; 2; : : :A+ 1; �) = ��0 	N0= ��0(�)A(A+1Yi=1 ��i(i)) ; (9)where ��i(i) are normalized single partile states with quantum numbers�i,��0 is the hyperon state and A is the antisymmetrization operator.Wemay de�ne a wave funtion	vN (1; 2; : : :A+ 1; �) = ��0(�)A( Y�i<�v[1� �(r0 � r�i�v )℄A+1Yi=1 ��i(i)) ;(10)where �(r0 � r�i�v ) = 0 for r�i�v > r0= 1 otherwise :	vN is written to asertain that the valene partile in quantum state �v doesnot form a six quark bag with any of the nuleons. ThusP 6qNN = h	0j	0i � h	vN j	vN i (11)is the probability of the valene partile being part of one or more six quarkbags with the ore nuleons and gives us the amount of six quark admixturein the nulear wave funtion.The overlap probability P 6qNN an be expressedas a sum of single partile term [9℄ to lowest order in orrelation funtion�(r0 � rij) as P 6qNN = �AX�m=�1 P�m(r0) ; (12)



Six Quark Cluster E�ets and : : : 935whereP�m(r0) = h��v(1)��m(2)j�(r0 � r12)j��v (1)��m(2)� ��m(1)��v (2)i :(13)�v and �m de�ne the quantum states of the valene and the ore nuleonsrespetively. Equation (12) in turn an be written asP 6qNN (r0) = �AX�m=�1 P�m(r0)= Xniliji�zi(2ji + 1)Pniliji�zi (r0) : (14)Pniliji�zi (r0) an be interpreted as the probability for the valene partile tobe within a distane r0 of a spei�ed ore partile with quantum numbersniliji�zi and isPniliji�zi (r0) = 1(2jv + 1)(2ji + 1)� Xmvmih��v(1)��i(2)j�(r0 � r12j��v(1)��i(2)� ��i(1)��v (2)i ; (15)where the sum is over the magneti substates. If we assume that the di�er-ene between neutron and proton orbits an be ignored, the isospin indexan be suppressed.Thus from equations(14) and (15) P 6qNN (r0) an be ex-pressed as a ombination of a diret term P dniliji(r0) and an exhange termP eniliji(r0) asP 6qNN (r0) = 1(2jv + 1) Xniliji h2P dniliji(r0)� P eniliji(r0)i ; (16)where P dniliji(r0) = Xmvmih��v(1)��i(2)j�(r0 � r12)j��v (1)��i(2)i (17)and P eniliji(r0) = Xmvmih��v(1)��i(2)j�(r0 � r12)j��i(1)��v (2)i : (18)



936 I. Mehrotra, M. MehrotraIn equation (16), fator 2 in the P dniliji(r0) stems from idential proton andneutron diret ontribution. SimilarlyP 6q�N (r0) = P 0n0l0j0(r0)with P 0n0l0j0(r0) = 1(2jv + 1)(2j0 + 1)� Xm0mvh��0(1)��v (2)j�(r0 � r12j��0(1)��v (2)i : (19)There is no exhange term for �N overlapping. ��0 is the single partileorbital for hyperon. Our alulations for P 6qNN (r0) and P 6q�N (r0) are basedon equations (14) to (19). 3. CalulationsTo alulate the six quark probability P 6qNN (r0) we have used the har-moni osillator wave funtion with a uniform osillator onstantV = 0:41fm�2 for 1s and 1p nuleons.This value of V has been �xed inthe study of 1s shell hypernulei by Gal et al. [18℄ and gives a good �tto the experimental value of harge radii measured from harge satteringexperiment [19℄. Using standard tehniques of angular momentum algebramatrix elements in equation (15) are transformed to relative and entre-of-mass basis, the transformation oe�ients being Moshinsky brakets [20,21℄.The �nal expression for the diret term in equation (16) simpli�es toP dniliji(r0) = X�SnlNLJM A2 24 li 1=2 jilv 1=2 jv� S J 35�hnlNL; �jnilinvlv;�i2MBhnljj�(r0 � r)jjnli ; (20)where hnljj�(r0 � r)jjnli = r0Z0 R2nl(r)dr ;Rnl(r) are normalized radial funtions. The quantum numbers nlSJ andNL refer to the relative and enter-of-mass (CM) state of the overlappingpair respetively. The angular momentum J is the result of oupling l andS and � is the result of oupling l and L. hnlNL; �jnilinvlv;�iMB are the



Six Quark Cluster E�ets and : : : 937Moshinsky brakets. The expression for the exhange term is similar to(20) with an additional phase fator of (�1)�+S+li+lv+1. In the alulationof P 6q�N (r0), to failitate Moshinsky transformation to relative basis in thematrix elements in equation (19), we have hosen V� = (m�=mN )VN . WithVN = 0:41fm�2, V� is �xed at 0:49fm�2. This presription has been usedearlier by others in the study of hypernulei [22, 23℄. With this ansatzmatrix elements in equation (19) an be expanded in relative and enter-of-mass basis, the expansion oe�ients being Smirnov oe�ients. Thusequation (19) an also be simpli�ed to an expression similar to (20) withMoshinsky braket replaed by Smirnov braket hnlNL; �jn0l0nvlv; �iSM[24℄. The Coulomb energy di�erene of 6�Li and 6�He isV = (2ji + 1)(2jv + 1) X�SnlNLJM A2 24 li 1=2 jilv 1=2 jv� S J 35�hnlNL;�jnilinvlv;�i2MBhnljjvjjnli ; (21)where v = e2(1+2�zi)=4r is the Couloumb interation between the valeneproton and the ore protons. The loss in Coulomb energy �V when the twoprotons overlap for r < r0 an be obtained from an expression similar to (20)with the radial matrix element equal to hnljj�(r0 � r)vjjnli. The di�ereneof six quark lusters for two neutrons mnn and two protons mpp has beenestimated by Köh and Miller [10℄ both in the nonrelativisti quark model(NRQM) and in MIT bag model. In the ase of NRQM, these authorshave used three di�erent sets for osillator length parameter and stronginteration parameter �s , and have obtained slightly di�erent values formnn � mpp. The mass di�erene of six quark luster of neutron hyperonmn� and proton hyperon mp� has been alulated by us in the followingmanner. The mass of 3n quark bag an be expressed as [9℄E = 1:44 3nXi<j QiQjR3n + 0:42 3nXi=1 CiR3n (22)if the terms whih do not ontribute to the mass di�erene are omittedand mi = Ci=R. Qi and mi are the harge and the mass of the ith quarkrespetively and R3n is the radius of 3n quark bag. With Cd�Cu = 4 MeVand R6 = 1:2fm equation (22) leads to a di�erene of mp� �mn� = 0:599MeV. The six quark probabilities P 6qNN (r0) and P 6q�N (r0) depend on the uto�radius r0. If nuleons have radii of about 1 fm, r0 is expeted to be of thesame order. If r0 is muh smaller than 1 fm, P 6q beomes very small.If r0 > 1fm the onventional meson exhange piture of nulear fores is



938 I. Mehrotra, M. Mehrotra TABLE IProbabilities P 6qNN (r0) for the valene nuleon to form a six quark bag with theore nuleons as a funtion of ut o� radius r0.r0(fm) Diret term Exhange term P 6qNN (r0)0.85 0.0316 0.0135 0.01240.89 0.0418 0.0179 0.01640.93 0.0546 0.0234 0.02150.95 0.0549 0.0235 0.02161.0 0.0706 0.0303 0.02781.1 0.1382 0.0592 0.0543di�ult to understand. In most of the earlier studies [10, 13, 17℄ a value ofr0 = 1fm has been preferred. In Table I and Table II we present the resultsfor P 6qNN (r0) and P 6q�N (r0) for r0 ranging between 0.85 fm to 1.1 fm. It isworth noting that the Pauli exhange term in P 6qNN (r0) is about 40% of thediret term and leads to a sizable redution in the six quark probability.Using the value alulated by us of P 6qNN (r0) and P 6q�N (r0), mn� � mp�,�V and NRQM and MIT valuse of mnn �mpp we have estimated the sixTABLE IIProbabilities P 6q�N (r0) for the valene nuleon to form a six quark bag with thehyperon as a funtion of r0.r0(fm) P 6q�N (r0)0.85 0.00350.89 0.00470.93 0.00610.95 0.00621.0 0.00801.1 0.0159quark luster ontribution to the binding energy di�erene between 6�Li and6�He for di�erent ases. In Table III we present the result for r0 = 1:0fmfor various terms. We an ompare our value of P 6qNN (r0) = 0:028 with thevalue of P 6qNN (r0) = 0:0342 obtained by Nag and Sural for A = 4 hypernuleifor same r0. As expeted our value is slightly smaller beause the valenenuleon in A = 6 hypernulei is in the relative p-state and is expeted to havesmaller overlap with ore nuleons ompared to the overlap between s-state



Six Quark Cluster E�ets and : : : 939TABLE IIISix quark luster e�et on the �-binding energy di�erene between mirrer hyper-nulei 6�He and 6�Li for the uto� radius r0 = 1fm. The values of �B6q obtained byus are shown in the last olumn of the Table. Values of other quantities mentionedin the text are shown in other olumns.Model mnn�mpp(MeV) P 6qNN (r0) P 6q�N (r0) �V(MeV) mp��mn�(MeV) (�B)6q(keV)NRQM 1 -1.86 42NRQM 2 -1.45 0.028 0.008 0.035 0.599 36NRQM 3 -0.58 24MIT Bag 0.432 10nuleons as in A = 4 hypernulei. The largest ontribution to the bindingenergy di�erene is obtained as 42 keV for NRQM Model 1 out of whih 15keV is obtained from the hyperon nuleon luster formation probability.Charge symmetry of the �N interation leads to the expetation that�-hyperon should have equal binding energy in mirror pair 6�He�6� Li. Theexperimental �-binding energy in 6�He and 6�Li are 4.25 MeV [14, 15℄, and4.50 MeV [15, 16℄, respetively showing a di�erene of 250 keV. The experi-mental value of Coulomb displaement energy for the mirror pair 6�He�6� Liis not available. If we add our alulated value of 468 keV for r0 = 1fm thedisrepany inreases to a substantial value of 718 keV indiating a largeviolation of harge symmetry breaking e�et. The results of our alula-tions show that six quark luster formation e�et inreases the binding of�-hyperon in 6�He than in 6�Li. This is in aordane with the observationmade in [9℄ and [10℄ that quark e�ets inrease the binding of a neutron rihnuleus in omparison to that of its proton rih partner beause the olourmagneti hyper�ne interation between quarks make mnn �mpp less thanthe orresponding term 2mn � 2mp for free nuleons. This however doesnot give the right sign to the NS anomaly for 6�Li�6�He pair. It is worthmentioning that the right sign obtained in [13℄ for 4�He�4�H is probably dueto the partiular values of P6q and ~P6q (de�ned in [13℄) used in the alula-tion.Only P6q is related to experimental data but ~P6q is strongly dependenton the wave funtions and the other parameters used in the alulation.4. ConlusionWe have made a simple alulation of the six quark e�et ontribution tothe binding energy di�erene of the mirror pair hypernulei 6�He�6� Li. Thealulated values are small (42 keV to 24 keV for NRQM and 10 keV for bagmodel) and depend very muh on the model used. The overlap probability of
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